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SEQUENTIAL TETRAGRAM PERMUTATIONS

DARRYL FRANCIS
Houns1ow, Middlesex, England
Since the title of this article sounds rather forbidding, perhaps we
ought to start by explaining the terms involved.
Fir stly, a tetragram is any sequence of four letter s occurring in a
word. For example, the word BRIDGE contains three tetragrams:
BRID, RIDG and IDGE. Theoretically, the number of pos sible tetra
grams is 26 4 , or 456,976. However, only about 50,000 to 60,000 of
these can actually be found in English words.
Secondly, a sequential tetragram is one composed of four consec
utive letters in alphabetical order. For example. the sequential tetra
gram MNOP appears in the word LIMNOPHILE, and RSTU appears in
UNDERSTUDY. There are 26 of these sequential tetragrams if the
alphabet is considered as being wrapped round on itself - - that is.
XYZA, YZAB and ZABC are all valid sequential tetragrams.
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Thirdly, a sequential tetragram permutation is a tetragram which
is any arrangement of four consecutive letter s of the alphabet. For
example, BDAC, CABD and CADB are all permutations of the sequen
tial tetragram ABCD. A s there are 26 sequential tetragrams. and 24
permutations of each one, there are 26 x 24, or 624, sequential tetra
gram permutations all told. For how many of the se 624 permutations
can actual words be found displaying one of the permutations? In at
tempting to answer this question, we have ignored the hyphens in hy
phenated words, and considered them as being spelt solidly.
During the early research involved in the preparation of this arti
cle, great use was made of a computer-produced tetragram listing
based mainly on Webster's Second Edition. This listing is furnished
as Appendix D of a 1963 report issued jointly by the U. S. Army Elect
ronics Re search and Development Laboratory (Fort Monmouth, No J. )
and the R. C. A. Data Systems Center (Bethesda, Md.) , entitled 11 Ad
vanced Character Recognition Technique s Study" , by R. B. Thomas,
M. Kassler and G. Wooley. Unfortunately, this listing gives only the
tetragramlJ, not the words corresponding to them. Thus, having deter
mined that a particular tetragram exi sts i~ Web ster' s. the dictionary
then has to be searched to find a word with that tetragram.
The tetragram listing does not include a number of tetragrams that
can be found in words from other 'dictionaries; we have attempted to in
clude these additional tetragrams in the list on the next page.
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BOAC
CABO
CAOB
DABC
DBAC

larnbdaclsrn
cabdriver
cadbait
dabchick
hardback

NPOM
OMPN
PMON
PNOM
POMN
PONM

unpornpous
autornpne
go s siprnonger
ca pnornanc y
hypornnernatic
weaponrnaker

BDEC subdeclrnal
BEDC bedchamber

PROQ proquaestor

DFEC adfeeted

RSTQ thirst-quenching

DGEF dodgeful

RSTU
RSUT
RTUS
RUST
RUTS
STRU
STUR
SURT
SUTR
TRUS
TSUR
TURS
TUSR
URST
URTS
USTR

GHFE high-fed
FIGH
IGHF

fight
hi ghf alu tin

IGHJ

highjacker

LIJK

satlijk

LMON
LNOM
MLON
MNOL
MONL
NMOL

salmon

MNOP
MONP
MOPN
MPNO
MPON
NMOP
NOMP

arnlong
limnology
lemonlike
nonmolar
limpophile
commonplac e
bromopnea
stumpnose
crampon
unrnopped
venomproof

understudy
hirsute
abortus
rust
ruts
struggle
sturdy
surtax
sutra
trustee
matsuri
turse
cotusroot
burst
courtship
lustre

STUV stuver *
VUST vuste*
BAZY
BYZA
YZAB
ZYAB
ZYBA

carbazylic
Byzantiurn
analyzable
Zyablovskaya*
Zyba*

1'1 few note s on the above li st are in order. Two words on this .list
give rnore than was asked for: HIGH- FED actually contains a group of
six consecutiv~ letters, and THIRST-QUENCHING contains a group of
five consecutive lette r s.

Asterisked words were found in sources other than Webster's Sec
ond. Both STUVER and YUSTE are taken from the Oxford English Dic
tionary. ZY ABLOVSKA YA Ie a RUB sian place name taken from the
Tirnes Index Gazetteer of the World. Z YBA is a place in Surnner Coun
ty. Kansas. taken £rorn the 98th Edition of the Rand McNally Comrner
clal Atlas and Marketing Guide. The tetragram listing does not include
any of these four tetragrams. On the other hand, it does include the
sequence LNOM which we were unable to fill with a single word (the
best we could do was the phrase sine loco. anno. vel nornine). Can
Word Ways readers fill in this blank?
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ALONE
ALINE 
BLINE 
BEINE 
BERNE 
BEROE 
BELOE 
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